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About This Game

Frozen Cortex is a simultaneous turn-based strategy game from Mode 7, the creators of Frozen Synapse. Get a free key for a
friend with every purchase!

Make a plan for your customised robots on a randomly-generated playfield. Positioning, timing and reading the terrain are all
vital if you want to outwit your opponent.

Your moves, and those of your opponent, play out at the same time.

Taut, competitive multiplayer and a deep, complex single player with three different league modes (including large-scale
randomly generated league) mean that you can experience your own brand of futuresporting glory!

“Another brilliant slice of strategy from Mode 7” (Eurogamer)

“I’ve been looking forward to this as much as almost any other game this year.” (Adam Smith, RockPaperShotgun)

Features

 Free key for a friend with every purchase

 Four core single player modes: roguelike “Knockout” mode; Global Cortex League mode; Manager Mode; Randomly
Generated Season Mode
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 Experience the intrigues of the Global Cortex League with a compelling story that spans the various modes - play how
you want and keep up with the narrative!

 7 unique AI teams each with their own coach who responds dynamically to the play

 Manager Mode - vast season mode featuring salary cap, roster management, free agent bidding, a college league,
injuries and much more...

 Multiplayer modes: Full Match and Duplicate; several variants of each; make your own custom mode!

 Online rankings and fast matchmaking

 Team Editor: name your players, customise their stats, armour, faces and more!

 Further customisation options including Pitch Editor

 Music from legendary indie game composer nervous_testpilot

This game was previously called Frozen Endzone and was renamed Frozen Cortex while in Early Access
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Title: Frozen Cortex
Genre: Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Mode 7
Publisher:
Mode 7
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 1.2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 3.0 & at least 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Soundtrack Tier requires extra 1GB disk space, Mega & Ultimate Tiers require extra 4GB disk space.

English
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It's the OST and Soundtrack for the Base game, on sale they sell for a real steal, plus i am one of the few that think this game is
great, it's sweet and short perhaps but it can still be properly enjoyed.

The developers even went as far as to reduce the price since the release of the remastered version, so all in all a decent add on to
my library.. If you played supersprint or Superskidmarks on Amiga or at the arcade you know what to expect, except much
much worse and non graphical fun, also quite much more crappier gameplay. Go in your own memory and remember the good
games that was before this hell on earth \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 cargame with bad unoptimized car driving
where only the mentally specially gifted are the true heroes...no not even them...there can be only loosers.

Its better to crush a snail with your teeth than playing this game, they both leave the same taste in your mouth...I know since I
actually feelt that I needed to see if that wasnt the better taste...with the snail...crushed.. no it wasnt I understood a bit to late..but
then again I think you should consider crushing the snail instead of soiling your steam library with this inferior product of a so
called game.

Totally overpriced.. Worst Rainbow Six ever made, save yourself some time and money and get Rainbow Six 3 Raven Shield
instead. Hey gamers, Pete here for another edition of Pete's Lightning Round. Hypnospace Outlaw is a game about browsing the
internet. Wait, you were expecting a comma after that, and instead I gave you a period?? I assure you, pal, that was not a
mistake. If you're familiar with the good ol' days of the internet you'll probably find some entertainment out of going through
different web pages, but the fake internet on display here should be the shell of a great game, not the entire game itself. The
"find and report content violations" pretext is paper-thin and extremely straightforward, and while Hypnospace gives you a
whiff of some sort of story it suddenly ends at what I thought was still part of the rising action. Personally, I was expecting the
game to transition into a sort of commentary on the corporatization of the internet, because that thread is very clearly woven
into everything and instead in the end it's just completely wasted.

There are still relics of the old internet out there and you can always check those out, so without any extra bait on the line it's
hard for me to justify the existence of Hypnospace. I could load up Worlds and see real things that real people made decades
ago, which imo is much more interesting than a milky toast parody of Pokemon (it's Pokemon but wet, they don't even lean in to
the obvious satanic angle).

Taster's score: C-. Don't get me wrong, this isn't a bad game. Just not good enough to recommend.

The gameplay is point and click puzzling solving which is actually pretty solid. The main problem is that the puzzles range in
difficulty from easy to just plain crazily convuluted and overally complex. This makes the game feel tedious and frustrating.
The challenge is all over the map and it breaks the game in my mind.

The game is relatively short, but I feel the price tag is justified for the amount of time you'll probably spend as you try to trudge
through the puzzles. The game has a lot of gore, but they went a bit overboard with it, and it doesn't feel scary at all because of
it. I do, however, feel that the art syle works for what they were trying to achieve and is one of the main highlights. The story is
fragmented and poorly delivered, with no closure at the end.

It has no replayability. There is literally nothing different if you play the game a second time, unless you want to try and replay it
for some achievements. Hardly seems worth it to randomly click the screen 5,000 times for a single lousy achievement. The
"play the game for three hours" achievement seems bugged, so this screws those who likes to try and get a 100% rating in
games.

Lastly, I had minor issues with the game in terms of funcationality. There's no options menu to fix the screen resolution, sound,
etc. You're forced to play in full screen. This would be fine if my game didn't crash when I tried to alt tab out if it was
necessary. This wasn't always the case, and luckily the game's auto saving is good, otherwise it would be a complete trainwreck.

Although an honest attempt was made and there are some good points, "tedious" is really the best way I can describe this as a
whole.
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Short version. The game runs perfectly fine and in my opinion this game is a great deal of fun. If you enjoy these type of games
you should have no real gripes with this one.

I picked up this title because it reminded me of another indie game that I did not expect much from but in the end impressed me
more so then any other game this year, Ring Runner: Flight of the Sages. As I am now a fan of this genre I would have enjoyed
this game even if it was only half way decent. That being said I do believe this game holds up on its own. The controls are fine,
the gameplay is fast and chaotic and it is challenging.

The only complaint (and it is a minor one) I have is that there is only one ship that you can pilot. I love having a selection to
choose from. I can understand why they might do this though as it makes the game easier to balance. The biggest complaint I
had with RR was that some ships simply out classed others rather then having there be trade offs of say like gaining something
while losing something else. What would make this game fantastic is if they did have a few more ships though, like say a really
light and quick one, a heavly armored slow ship, etc. and make it so no ship is clearly better then others but would give people
the ability to specialize even more so.

I don't really know what they plan to add in the future so my complaint might be unfounded.. so i bought mai and she came with
2 outfits thats it. KT this is low even for you. I want to recommend this game, but I can't. I want to LIKE this game, but I can't.

A deep, rich strategic experience in a novel format (i.e. future sportsball)? Practically auto-sold on this game. After playing
through the tutorial, I get the basics of how to plan turns and such, so I move on to the Basic League.

Here's the thing, though: this game does a terrible job of explaining itself. I know how to move my bots, but not why I should. It
takes me a couple games before I realize that the goal of the game is less "get the ball in the end zone," and more "figure out
what your opponent isn't going to expect or counter, and do that," but I STILL don't know how to reliably gauge what are good
options or plays. Half the time it feels like whatever I simulated during the Planning Phase doesn't work out -- bots don't block
like I expect them to, or (more importantly) chase the ball carrier like I expect them to. The bots have half a dozen stats that
aren't even mentioned in the game tutorial\/help (nor shown in the tabular Free Agent view). I still don't know what the hell
"Halt" does.

Undeterred, I move on to the regular League, hoping that will give me more options for managing my team between games. But
then I discover that I have the worst bots in the GCL, and my salary cap goes up by a paltry few hundred dollars per win while
the free agents' "expected" salary shoots up by over a thousand dollars per game week. So, I'm basically stuck with my starting
lineup of losers and mostly-losers, facing off against teams with all green (positive) stats -- my bot tackled an enemy bot who
literally shrugged it off and walked past because his RESIL was maxed. I'm playing a game that appears to be about
outmaneuvering\/out-thinking an enemy when I am unable to estimate the outcome of a play and don't even really know which
plays are good ones, AND my guys are the worst bots in the League? The only way out appears to be to grind losses until I get
better at understanding how to make the best plays possible with my awful lineup, and after 15 losses I don't think I want to play
anymore.

I think part of this could be made better if there was a better strategy guide to the game, but I didn't see anything like it online.
There was a section of Mode7's forums devoted to Frozen Cortex, but there was nothing useful there. It's a shame, the game
seems like it has a great depth of strategy to it, but it's too obfuscated and inaccessible to new players.. This game is OK... I've
been able to get 100+ hours on it with mods installed and I couldn't thank it enough. I had a good time with it but the plain game
itself is wasted potential. Please go buy Terraria instead.. For what you pay, it's expected not to be great. Overall the game isn't
that bad though.. I don't know why this game is as good as it is. It's a simple version of the Robot Factory style RTS. Only one
resource to worry about.

Lots of people playing it because of the low price tag.

I play it more then I am comfortable admitting.. Negitive review withdrawn. I got all the tracks nvm

Love the soundtrack and the game. thanks guys for making an awesome sale on the soundtrack. you guys are more awesome you
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already give yourself credit for:)
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